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Abstract 

The first series of experiments at the FOBOS detector, using beams of lhe U-400M cyclotron 
of the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, was devoted to few-fragment decays of equilibrated 
Systems. To exclude deep inelastic collisions or quasifission as sources of massive fragments, hot 
heavy nuclei were produced in the very asymmetric reactions Li (43 AMeV) + 232 Th, l4 I? (34 
AMeV) + '97 Au, and l4 N (53 AMeV) + '97 Au, 232 Th. TWO- and three-fragment events were analysed 
on the base of masses and velocity vectors measured independently for eacll fragment. The events 
were soited into excitation energy bins aceording to the linear momentum fransfer following the 
nlassive transfer approach. Binary events were treated as fission. Fragment mass distributions ~s well 
as total kinetic energies were studied for an excitation energy range of 100 - 508 MeV. A new TKE 
paranletrisation is proposed extendiiig the Viola systematics to large mass asyminetries. Wirh rising 
excitation energy the rnass dispersion develops unexpectedly. Two new effects have been fountl arid 
üre discussed as consquences of the cooling down dunng the slow fission process at moderate E*, and 
of a strong decrease of the tission tinie at large E*. Ternary events were analysed by cornparing 
iiieasured velocity correlatioiis with results of Coulomb trajectory siniulations. If one fragrnent has 
intermediate mass (A = 10 ... 3O), two coniponerits in the relative velocities and the Z A  ratios conflrni 
a sequential and a neck mechanisn~. For evena with three fragments of coniperable size neither the 
assu~ilption of two sequential independenr fission acts nor a 1iiulüfrag1~~~ntai01~-1ike scenario Cdn 

reproduce the data. Agreement is achieved if rticse threc-fragrnent decays are charscterized by a 
collinear internlediate stak foliowed by tm  scissions separated by no nmore than 
short time scale compared with usual saddle-to-scissioti ititcrvals. 

*The FOBOS project lias bcen suyported by the BMBF, Gerrnany, cotztsacts Nr. 



Introduction 

Nuclear reactions in the Fermi energy domain are characterized by a complicated 
interplay of different processes between the first touching of the two nuclei and the creation of 
the final products. The aim of the present study is to separate one as clear as possible stated 
question: How develops the decay of a hot equilibrated nucleus into a few massive fragments 
if the excitation energy is stepwise rised from about 100 to 500 MeV? Other mechanisms 
delivering fragments like deep inelastic collisions and quasifission should be avoided to not 
confuse the analysis. To exclude spinodal instabilities as sources of fragments a compression- 
expansion mechanism should be avioded too. We bombarded heavy targets (Au, Th) with 
light projectiles (Li, N) in the Fermi energy region. At our boinbarding energies the 
incomplete fusion mechanism [I] leads to a broad distribution of excitation energies. A 
selection in bins of the linear momentum transfer (LMT), however, allows to derive mean 
excitation energies applying the masive transfer approach [2] and to analyse the fraginent 
observables within these groups. 

Reactions and measured quantities 

The measurement was performed at the beam of the Heavy ion isochroneous cyclotroii 
U-400M [3] in the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions of the JINR Dubna. The reactions 
7 ~ i  (43 AMeV) + 232 Th, l4 N (34 AMeV) + 197 Au, as well as l4 N (53 AMeV) + '97 Au and 232 

Th were studied. Thin target of 150 - 300 pg / cm2 deposited on 30 - 60 pg / cm2 Al:! 0 3  or C 
backing in the Center of the 4n-fragment-spectrometer FOBOS [43 were bombarded with 
beams of 2 - 3 X 10 ions 1s. 

The fragments were recorded in combined detector modules of large opening angle 
placed at 50 cm from the target. Each module consisted of a position-sensitive avalanche 
Counter and an axial field (Bragg-) ionization chamber which measured the coordinates (6,(p), 
the time-of-flight (TOF), and the residual energy (E) of the fraginents. The flight time 
reference was taken either from small transmisslion avalanche Counters placed 12 cm from the 
target in the direction of two of the modules, or from the cyclotron RF. 

From the measured quantities the individual fragment masses (Mf) and the momentum 
vectors (pf) were derived applying the TOF-E method "event by event" without any kineinatic 
assumption. For every binary or temary event also further interesting quantities, like LMT, 
fragment mass suin @(Mf)), folding angle, fragment momeiituin vector sum (C(pf)), relative 
velocities and others are determined. The kinematics of fission after incoinplete f ~ ~ s i o n  is 
illustrated on the velocity diagram shown in Fig. 1. 

In the first reaction step - incomplete frnsion + pre-scission evaporation - the System 
just before scission has the velocity V . In this frame the fragments have the velocities C-A 
and C-B. If only V 1,b and V 1,b 2 are measured (kinematic coincidcnce methad [5] ), the 
transversal component of V cannot be determined and the incorrect velocities C'-A and C7- 
B are used to derive the masses. In our analysis the mass determination is independent of V C 

and V X itself follows frorn C(pf) / C(M f ). This Principle allowes a rnore accurate analysis ol' 
fragment mass and total kinetic energy distriburtions in dependence on the excitation energy 
derived from the linear momentum transfer. A sufficient large value of C(M f) together with a 
limited deviation of the direction of the vector C(pf) from the beam direction were used as 



criteria for the selection of binary decays. The Same seletion criteria were applied also for 
ternary events with the Sums taken over three fragments. 

trans 

Fig. 1. Velocity diagram of the investigated reaction. The lab. velocities V l,bl and V law are the resuit 
of the fission of a nucleus inoving with V, (see text). 

Total kinetic energies up to very asymmetric binary decays 

Evaluations of the totai kinetic energy release (TKE) in fission [6, 71 ure widely used 
for prediction and interpretation purposes of nuclear-reaction data. The TKE-foi-mula of rcf. 
f71, which bases on a simple two-spheres approximation of the scission confiiguratian, we11 
describes the ineasured meün TKE of inass-syminetric as well as medium-asyminetnc fission, 
il' a correction for the charge split and the actual fragment radii is applied. At larige fragineilt 
mass asyminetries (R = As / Ai ) observed in the binary fraginentatisn of hot compound 
systems produced by incoinplcte Susion reactions (e.g. in refs. [8, C ) ,  101 ), however, the 
scaling of the effective scission distance ( - (Al1" + Azl")) becoines incorrect. The TKE 
smoothly approaches to the energy value of the Coulomb barrier. This rneans that the f i ss i~n  
path of the nucleus Srom the saddle towards scission becomes successively shorter, and the 
collective inotion is, with respect tu symmetric fission, less damped [8]. Such a behavisur h a  
been predicted in ref. 11 11. 



Analyzing the TKE-A distributions measured at FOBOS in the reaction l4  N (34 
AMeV) + '" Au [8] we empirically found that the TKE measured for binary fragmentations 
can be rather accurately described over the broad range of R by the parametrization given in 
eq. 1. 

z2  Al A2 
TKE = C -  MeV c = (0.2904 + 0.0075) 

113 A113 
(1) 

A ~ ' / ~ + A ~  - A~ 

In the case of symmetric mass split, eq. 1 reduces to the analytic expression given in 
refs. [6 ,7 ] ,  but without the constant term and with a slightly different slope paraineter. As the 
further analysis showed, eq. 1 also well evaluates the experimental TKE-data of refs. [9, 101 
over a wide mass range of fissioning nuclei and fragment asymmetries (fig. 2). 
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Experimental TKE-data from FOBOS (ref. [SI, scluares) and from GSI 

rneasurements in the lower A region (refs. [9, I O J  (triangles) compared with calculations 
using eq. 1 (lineä).. 



Narrow fragment mass distributions at E* =I00 - 200 MeV - 
a new effect caused by a dynamical fission time-scale 

In a new analysis of the data taken earlier for the reaction 7 ~ i  (43 AMeV) + 232 Th (12, 
131 distortions of mass distributions due to acceptance and error correkation effects were 
excluded. Mean LMT-, siiigle FF-mass- and mass-suin spectra were created for five data- 
subsets. 

The decrease of the FF mass-suin with increasing LMT (fig.3) is caused by the 
eiihanced particle evaporation. The value of 13 MeV per lost a.m.u. well agrees with that from 
direct inea-surements of the particle multiplicities [14], indicating that the mass determination 
is correct. 

E* I MeV 

Fig. 3: Suin-inass of the fission fraginents versus the linear inomentuin transfer. 

A double-humped componcnt was found in the single FF-mass spectra at lowest LMT. 
Siilce in the present aiialysis we are only interested in the syinmetric liquid-drop part, a hrther 
sclection was performed by cuts of the total kinetic energy (TKE) (fig. 4). In agreement with 
Llic results obtained for light Th isotopes in ref. [15], at TKE < 165 MeV the asyinmetrie 
coinponent is suppressed 
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TKE > 170 MeV 

Fig. 4: Fission fragment mass spectra at lowest LMT separated by two TKE-cuts. 
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The fragment-mass dispersions (G,) deduced in this way are shown in dependence on 
the LMT in fig. 5. 

- 
TKE 1 65 MeV - 

- - .. 6 . . . - - . . . I I , . p . *  

Fig. 5 FF-rnass dispersion in dependence on E* denved froin the LMT. The value for thc 
symmctnc component separated at lowest LMT is shown by the open circle (lines - see text). 



They lie far below the systematics derived on the base of heavy-ion induced fission data in ref. 
[16], Lhus dcmonstrating tlie effect of suppression of tlie upper mentioned experimental errors 
by our analysis method. 

At E* = 50 + 90 MeV the measured G, are well described via the nuclear temperature 
O and the mass- asymmetry stiffness Parameter q [17]. 

,m2 = O / q  (2) 
Although it has already been shown in 1970, that the liquid-drop predictions of q cannot 
describe the measured data at z2 / A > 32 [18], eq. 1 holds if an effective q is introduced, 
accounting for the saddle-to-scission dynamics. The diffusion model [19] is able to predict a 
correct effective q. The rise of G„ at E* > 90 MeV, predicted by eq. 1 using q from the 
experimental s ystematics of ref. [17], is also shown in fig. 5. 

We found that the rise of G, at E* > 80 MeV is considerably smaller. This fact can be 
interpreted as an effect of the particle evaporation continuing during the descent from the 
saddle to scission. The effective O determining the final G,, therefore, becomes lower than 
the initial 0. 

The experimentally determined prior-to-scission neutron multiplicities are subdivided 
into a pre-saddle- and a descent component in ref. [20]. One can estimate that at E* 2 100 
MeV the energy removed by the descent neutrons exceeds the energy gained by the effective 
fission Q-value. Therefore, the narrowness of the mass distribution observed up to E* 200 
MeV is a further confimation of the relatively long saddle-to-scission transient time, allowing 
the System to substantially cool down by the evaporation of light particles. 

The extreme assumption, that G, is govemed by the effective O at scission (formally 
using the systematics of ref. [21] and the near-scission LDM q from ref. [19], is also excluded 
by the measureinent. 

Fission fragment mass distributions at E* up to 350 MeV 

As it is interesting to trace the behavior of the mass distributions at higher teinperature, 
in a further experiment hot heavy nuclei excited up to 350 MeV were produced in the reaction 
1 4 ~  (34 AMeV) + '"AU. Mass distributions corrected for geometrical acceptance effects have 
been created in dependence on E+: (fig. 6). The width of these spectra steadily incne=es with 
increasing E*. A more detailed inspection proved that the data at the sinallest as well as at the 
largest E:': can be well fitted by single Gaussians. The distributions at the intermediate E*, 
however, show tails resembling a two-component configuration. Therefore, these data have 
been fitted by a suin of hvo Gaussians, where the dispersions of the components were taken 
from the distributions at the extremes of E*, respectively. Such a decomposition enabled us to 
fit all mass distributions simultmeously (fig. 6). 

The yields of thc ttvo coinponents are plotted versus the mean E* in fig. 7. One observes 
that at E* = 140 MeV the amount of the bt-oad component is = 10%. It steadily bncrenses with 
increasing E". whereas the yield of the nmow component reaches its mtaximum near E" = 
250 MeV and then deereases again. It seems that anothcr mechanism of thle (binary) 
disintegrütion of tlie hot nucleus becomes allowed above sorne critical E*, ünd it clcarly 
dominants at E* 2 300 McV (E* / A A 2-5 MeV/a.m.u.) (fig. 7). 



mass  I a.m.u. 

Fig. 6: Measured fragment - mass distributions (symbols) in dependeiice oii the excitation 
energy (E*) for the reaction. The f ~ d l  lines are fits to the data (see text). The dashed and the 
dotted line show the narrow and the broad component, respectively, h r  the distribution at a 
mean E* of 266 MeV (squares). 



Fig. 7 Yields of the narrow (full circles) and the broad (open circles) component 
respectively, in dependence on the excitation energy (E*). The mass dispersions (oM) relate to 
the Gaussians fitted to the data shown in fig. 6. 

Let us make an attempt to qualitatively interpret the experimental findings referring to 
the potential-energy surface (PES) of a fissioning system in the collective coordinates 
repres~enting the elongation- and the mass-asymrnetry degrees of freedom. In the framework 
of the statistical model (cf. ref. [ l l ]  ), the probability of fission is governed by the phase- 
space flux over the ridge-line of conditional saddle-points. At not to high E*, the dynarnics of 
the decay process together with the competing particle evaporation (see above) cause a 
channeling of this flux along the valley of symmetric fission. Assuming a static PES, the 
broad component could then be understood as a 'LfZux over the whole ridge-liize", which 
should be energetically allowed at sufficiently large E*. Since there is a vax-iety of possible 
fission trajectories froin the ridge-line to the line of the conditional scission-points, the mass 
dispersion of the broad coinponent should be strongly influenced by the entire shape of the 
po tential-energy surface. 

The only difference between the two components observed then would reiilly consist in 
the partition of the mass-asyminetsic splitting - but why the particle evaporatian succeeds to 
cool down the system before it fissions at low E* (100 ... 208 MeV, See above), hrit does not at 
high E* (> 250 MeV) where the evaporation width (T,) is substantially larger ? 1s this a hint, 
that the process responsible for the broad coinponent proceeds faster than that producing the 
narrow component ? (cf. ref. [221 ). Even if one assumes that there is not any cooling , the 

11 large value of observed (fig. 6, 7) can not be obtained neither tay the approach of ref. 
1 I I ]  nor by that of refs. [17, 191. This, however, means that the PES must ~hartge with 
increasing E*. Such a hypothesis has already been discussed in ref. [23] quoting cqucition-of- 
states argumeilts. If at highcr E* the surface tension of a hot nucleus would rcduce, tlie 
ejfeective fissility would increase, and the mass-asyminetry stiffiless would decrease 



[17, 191 ) allowing in this way a more asyrnmetric mass splitting. The transfer of more angular 
momentum in more violent collisions also leads to a higher effectivc fissility. The vanishing 
of any stability against mass-asymmetric divisims at very high E* (CS. ref. C241 ) rcsembles 
the approaching to the Biisinaro-Gallone point at low fissility. 

Two modes of IMF - accompanied fission 

The three-body decay of hot heavy nuclei with excitation energies OS up to 3.5 AMeV 
was investigated using the reactions 1 4 ~  (53 AMeV) + 1 9 7 ~ ~  and 2 3 2 ~ h .  Intermediate mass 
fragments (IMF; Z > 2) have been recorded in coincidence with fission fragments (FF). The 
separation of IMF was carried out with the help of windows set in the two-dimensional 
distribution of the yield over the relative velocity between the IMF and the center-of-mass of 
the two FF (vMFWFF), and the IMF-emission angle relative to the fission axis (OIMPFF) (fig. 8). 

I 
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Fig. 8: Relative IMF-velocities versus the emissioti angle of the IMF relative to the fission 
axis. 



The dominant isotropic yield corresponds to the Coulomb repulsion from a target-like nucleus 
with ~ 1 ~ p - m  = 2.5 + 3.5 cin/ns. In contrast to that, IMF emitted in the range of V 1 ~ ~ p p  = 1.5 + 
2.3 cinlns are focused close to OUIF-m = 90°, thus confirming the neck-einission mechanism of 
IMF recently observed for Z I 8 in refs. [25,26]. A fragment generated between the two other 
FF can be identified by its reduced kinetic energy and the Coulomb focusing perpendicular to 
the fission axis. 

Three further observations in our data confirm the neck emission mechanisin of the 
low velocity IMF component: 
(i) The rise of the yield with increasing E* is less steep because onIy a small part of the initial 
E* reinains at the late stage when they are created. 
(ii) Its mass distribution is considerably broader than that of the other component and 
contradicts with the assumption of statistical emission from a target-like nucleus. 
(iii) The neck IMF have a larger N/Z - ratio (fig. 9). The maximum yield of IMF sequentially 
einitted by the hot nucleus is in accordance with the line of ß-stability, the N/Z - ratio of neck- 
particles is nearly that of the compound nucleus. 

5 1 0  1 5  2 0  
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Fig. 9: 

Mass distnbutions 
of JMF ( Z = 5 ,  6, 7 
from top to bottom) 
emitted sequential- 
ly (squares : left 
scale) 
and from the neck 
region(circ1es: nght 
scale). 

( n e  isotopic 
distnbutions are 
broadened due to 
the experimental 
mass resolution.) 
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Mass-symmetric tripartitions 

Selected events of nearly mass- symmetric tripartitions preseiitly u e  fiirther anaIyzed 
and compared with Coulomb trajectory calculations. The assumption of two independent 
fission acts separated by a certain time difference z 12 does not reproduce thc measured angular 
and velocity correlation for any assumed value of z 12 . A Coulomb energy reduced by 15% 
must be assumed for the first fission. This means that the first scission configuration is more 
defonned than in binary fission. From this and also from the small value of z 12 = 100 - 200 
h / c  needed for best agreement we conclude that the second fission is already in Progress at 
the first scission instant. Only an large elongation of the second fissionig System 
approximately in the direction of the first first scission axis can explain the observed 15% 
reduction of the Coulomb energy. Therefore, there must exist an intermediate state with a 
similar chain shape like considered long ago in ref. [27], but up to now not confirmed 
experimentally for heavy-ion induced fission. For the second scission best agreement is 
achieved assuming the exact Viola 161 Coulomb energy. From this finding we conclude that 
the second separation is usual fission and, therefore, the whole process cannot be a 
multifragmentation out of an expanded state. Furthermore, above a threshold of about 200 
MeV our experimental yield of such decays remains nearly constant in contradiction with an 
expected steep rise if one assumes statistical multifragmentation. 
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